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Paula Buchanan: “An American Girl” 

 
 

Avinash Kaushik: “Curious” 
Season 2: Episode 8  
 

Speaker 1: Welcome to Stayin' Alive in Technology. The series of conversations with 
Silicon Valley veterans touching on war stories from the past and practical 
advice for today. And now, here's your host, Melinda Byerley, founding 
partner of Timeshare CMO. 

Melinda Byerley: Early in my career as a web analyst, I stumbled across the blog of a 
gentleman named Avinash Kaushik, who is our next guest, and his blog has 
the name Occam's Razor. And Avinash, who at the time was the head of web 
analytics for Intuit, was writing very plainly and very clearly about how to use 
data from the web to make better decisions in businesses. And I remember 
when I stumbled across this blog feeling like I had found another member of 
a tribe. We were scattered pretty far apart in those days. The Internet was 
still pretty nascent, and it was hard to believe already that there were people 
who were so far ahead of me already in thinking about how we do what we 
do. And Avinash's blog, as you'll hear me talk about in this podcast, is so 
important to the work we do at Timeshare CMO that we actually ask our 
team to read several of Avinash's posts as part of their onboarding process 
for us. 

Melinda Byerley: So let me tell you a little bit about Avinash. Avinash he helps executive teams, 
marketers, and data analysts leverage innovative digital strategies and 
emerging technologies to outsmart their competitors. He is the digital 
marketing evangelist for Google, and a passionate teacher who shares his 
perspective frequently via multiple channels. He has a weekly newsletter, 
which is called the Marketing Analytics Intersect, a bimonthly blog called 
Occam's Razor, as I mentioned, and two bestselling books that have been 
translated into over a dozen languages. They really were seminal books on 
web analytics, and if you are a digital marketer, they are required reading. 

Melinda Byerley: Currently, Avinash is delving into all the ways artificial intelligence can speed 
up the generation of insights to inform strategy and automate day to day 
decision making. And over the last couple of years he's led and contributed 
to the application of machine learning algorithms, both inside Google and for 
external developers. And, as always, and this is why I was drawn to Avinash's 
work from the beginning, he passionately advocates for a smarter balance 
between faith and data. So, he believes in data passionately, but he also 
believes in how important it is to understand how to present data, how to 
interpret data, and where data is it useful for making decisions. 
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Melinda Byerley: And in service of that goal of that smarter balance, he has pushed the web 
analytics industry to use a broader set of data. Both their own data, 
competitive data, qualitative data, quantitative data, along with new 
applications of statistical models that form the foundation of data science. 
Avinash has received rave reviews. This is from his bio, but I can tell you it's 
not bragging if it's true. He has received rave reviews for bringing his 
energetic, inspiring, and actionable insights to companies like Unilever, 
Chase, Hyatt, Porsche, IBM, Naspers, and Chanel. 

Melinda Byerley: He has delivered keynotes at conferences in every corner of the world, 
including the Monaco Media Forum, the Art of Marketing, Synergy Digital, 
Travel Alberta, Resultados Digitais Summit, and the Healthcare Strategy 
Summit. He is on the advisory boards of the University of Toronto Rotman 
School of Management, UC Irvine's program on web intelligence, USC 
Annenberg schools, media impact project, Udacity, and the charity Health for 
the World. Additionally, he's a frequent guest lecturer at universities such as 
Stanford, University of Virginia, UCLA, and the University of Utah. Avinash has 
received industry honors including statistical advocate of the year from the 
American Statistical Association, The Rising Star Award from the Direct 
Marketing Educational Foundation, and Most Influential Industry Contributor 
from the Digital Analytics Association. 

Melinda Byerley: So, that's who Avinash is on paper, and in his words. And in my words, I will 
tell you that he is one of two godfathers of web analytics. The other is a 
gentleman named Jim Stern, who you will hear Avinash refer to. And for 
those of you who are interested in making a career in digital marketing, 
Avinash is the person you want to listen to. And every time I get together 
with him, I learn something and I am also inspired. As a young analyst I was 
so flattered and sort of dumbfounded that this person who was already a 
star would take the time to engage with me on his blog. And over the years, 
periodically, I have met with them. I've had the honor of meeting with him in 
person, and then again having him appear on the podcast. And every time I 
sit with him I am reminded all over again of what an inspiration he has been 
to me and my career. And what he has done to help transform the industry 
of web analytics, both for marketing and also for strategic decision-making at 
the highest levels. 

Melinda Byerley: I hope you'll enjoy this episode and he gives fantastic career advice for those 
of you who want to be in this profession, who want to learn more about how 
to build a career in the Internet, he has a lot here for you, no matter what 
part of tech you work in. Thanks and enjoy the episode. 

Melinda Byerley: So, Avinash, welcome to the podcast. 

Avinash Kaushik: Delighted to be here. Thank you for having me. 
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Melinda Byerley: So, Avinash, I was taking a look back in the internet time machine because I 
have been following your blog for a very long time. And I saw in your bio that 
you started your blog in 2006. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yes. 

Melinda Byerley: Do I have that right? 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. Yeah. It must be, yes, it's been a while. I sound young. 

Melinda Byerley: Don't we all? Your voice ages well. So prior to you ... when you started that, 
were you working at Intuit at the time? 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah, yeah, I was. I was working at intuit and I had just ... This is the founding 
story if you ... But I gave a keynote ... I actually gave a talk at an event in 
Arizona and a couple of people came up to me after that and said, "Oh, you 
should have a blog." And I literally, I actually did say, "I think blogs are for 
famous people. I'm not that, I'm not famous. Now, why would anybody give a 
crap?" And they both were ... Andy Beal, Jeremiah Owyang, we were having 
dinner after the event and they persuaded, and they actually followed up 
later after the event with email. And it's kind of just kept recommending that 
you have something interesting and unique to say, you should say it. And 
with that generous encouragement I started to think maybe I should. And I 
started like a little private blog that only my wife read for a while. And I 
thought, Oh, why not? 

Melinda Byerley: Did she give you good feedback? 

Avinash Kaushik: Oh, she did. Yeah, no, for a long time at the beginning she said that, "You 
write as you speak," which is one of her early feedback. And she said, "You're 
atrocious at spelling." And I said to her--I still do this by the way--neither one 
of my books would be good without editors. But I just write and I write once, 
and then I hate sort of hearing myself speak or watch myself on video. And 
so likewise with writing, it takes an enormous amount of effort for me to go 
back and read anything I've written more than once. But I do, I'm better at it 
now, but it's just always been something like, oh my God, it's so unworthy. I 
can you only see terrible things in everything I do. 

Melinda Byerley: You would be surprised how many podcast guests confess this to me prior to 
us turning on the microphone. So, you are not alone. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. Yeah. I'm not sure I've ever heard any podcast I have done myself. 
Although I'm a huge fan of podcasts. I have a whole bunch on my phone, and 
they are with me all the time. I have my own app. I am such a snob. I use 
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AntennaPod for anybody listening, I can't recommend it high enough. So, I'm 
a big consumer, and I- 

Melinda Byerley: I will check it out. I don't know AntennaPod. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. It's just this perfect mix of simplicity and value, and just less shit. Just 
the stuff. I like that slogan. 

Melinda Byerley: Nice. So, as you've probably ... Since you mentioned to me you've listened to 
some of the episodes, thank you very much. So you know what ... You know 
the question I'm going to ask you, because we start off our episodes, and 
that's the question of, do you remember the first time you put your hands on 
a computer? 

Avinash Kaushik: Oh yes. Yes. No, that's a great question. It was when I had for the last year of 
my high school, I took a course in "computers." 

Melinda Byerley: Back when everything we knew could be contained in one class. 

Avinash Kaushik: And it was in Bombay. I used to live in a small village, a small town in India at 
that time. I had to go to Bombay to take the course, which is a two-and-a-half 
hour, a three-hour train ride. And it was a IBM computer, and I saw the first 
floppy disc, the five-and-a-half inch version. And it was of course it turns out 
in basic. And so that was my very first introduction to computers. I still learn 
programming in basic it with five and a half inch floppy disk. I remember 
nothing about what I learned at that time, but it yielded a connection with 
just computers, and what they enable that I continue to be endlessly 
fascinated about. But it was, yeah, I was just out of high school. 

Melinda Byerley: I was looking at your LinkedIn profile and I noticed that you had an 
interesting transition in your career from when you started... to when you 
started at Intuit. And I thought it would be interesting, I've never heard the 
story of how you came to work at Intuit. 

Avinash Kaushik: No, that's a great story. A classic Silicon Valley Story. I think after I finished my 
MBA at Ohio State where I learned the ... I found that ... I fell in love with net 
present value, and sunk cost, and all these amazing things. My first job here 
in the valley was at Silicon Graphics in the building that is now called the 
Google Plus X. 

Melinda Byerley: Are you kidding? Yeah, that's right. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. Those buildings are built by SGI. The quarter that I started there was a 
Business Week cover, it says the coolest company on the planet, it was Silicon 
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Graphics because they'd had just introduced their latest device. And truly, it 
was the most coolest company in the planet. I stayed there for four and a 
half years. I worked in marketing, and then in IT, where my glorious 
accomplishment was to be a part of the project that was freaked out about 
Y2K. Remember that? 

Melinda Byerley: The world was going to die. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. 

Melinda Byerley: We're all going to die because of the numbers changing. Yes. 

Avinash Kaushik: And migrate from our propriety database platforms to Sybase so that the 
company wouldn't die on Y2K. Of course, it was a great project. I learned 
about data and information systems and those kinds of things. But in SGI, I 
stayed there for four and a half years, and then I was laid off at SGI one fine 
day. 

Melinda Byerley: It happens to everybody. I try to tell young people this, you will get laid off. 
That's part of the life here. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. 1200 people were laid off on that day, and for reasons I still don't know 
clearly, but it certainly takes a toll. All kinds of ... Even though you're one of 
1200, it's not about you. It's not an easy thing. Anyway, I went to work in 
DIRECTV broadband just across from the Apple Infinity Loop Campus. I was 
there for about 18 months when Rupert Murdoch decided to buy DIRECTV. 
And at that time he decided the internet was a fad, and so he shut down the 
broadband division where I was. By the way, he bought MySpace a year and 
a half later for... 

Melinda Byerley: He realized his mistake quickly. 

Avinash Kaushik: Gazillion dollars. Just a genius, genius set of decisions like that. So, I was laid 
off from DIRECTV, along with another 1000 people. It feels great. But one of 
my fabulous experiences at DIRECTV was I was asked to be amongst the 30 
people who are given like a special package to stay with the company after it 
was shut down to actually wind it down. So, we sold furniture, we turned off 
leases for our consumers, sold buildings. I won a fridge the last day because 
we couldn't... 

Melinda Byerley: I love this story, you won a fridge. 
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Avinash Kaushik: Because they were like a whole bunch of stuff we couldn't sell it. So, 
whatever employees were left, it was a lottery, you get something. I traded in 
for a clock because I didn't know how to get the fridge home. 

Melinda Byerley: How big was the clock? 

Avinash Kaushik: The clock was really small; it fit in my laptop bag. 

Melinda Byerley: You could carry the clock out. The fridge, you have to figure out how to get it 
there. 

Avinash Kaushik: But it was a great experience working with these very shark-type consultants 
whose only job is to dissemble companies. A really good, solid experience. I 
learned a lot. But anyway, at that point I decided that one of my key lessons 
was for the rest of my life I'll always be in a job where I'm very close to 
money. Where money is being made in companies. And so, that led me to 
Intuit, where I was leading a very big team, a good size team at DIRECTV. But 
at Intuit it was sort of a individual contributor role, with a half a person. But it 
was a role that would focus on digital entirely. So, this 14 years ago or so- 

Melinda Byerley: So, when you went- 

Avinash Kaushik: ... maybe a little less, and I decided to take the ... Of the jobs that I possibly 
could qualify for, I decided to take a job with less money, no team, but it was 
a bet on doing something that I think was going to become important. 

Melinda Byerley: I think. And this is what I want to drill into, because when you were at Silicon 
Graphics, you said that you started working in marketing. And I think it's 
instructive for people who are not around during that time to talk about 
what your day to day was like at Silicon Graphics before you went to Intuit . 
What was marketing like in those days for you? 

Avinash Kaushik: Super, super traditional. As traditional as you can imagine. Silicon Graphics 
sold supercomputers for the most part. They also made some monitors and 
some software, really excellent software. But it was known for hardware. So, 
its, marketing was very traditional--trade shows, going to companies, 
magazines, figuring out how to activate distribution channels so that third 
party resellers would carry our products and support them and implement 
them at various companies. What kind of marketing that we do ourselves, 
and very traditional print. We never did TV, and then- 

Melinda Byerley: Me too, you had PR, and you also had probably sales collateral type things 
too. 
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Avinash Kaushik: Exactly. And so it was very, very ... as traditional as you can. Most people 
would not buy Silicon Graphics computers for themselves, although there 
were a collection of enthusiasts who would. But they were so expensive and 
they could solve problems that you typically wouldn't have in your daily life. 
They were the computers that were very good at that. So, it was very much 
industrial type marketing. It's got nothing to do with what we think about 
today. Yeah. 

Melinda Byerley: And so how did you make the transition into web analytics then? So, as the 
Internet is rising, right, Rupert Murdoch decided it was a fad, then he realized 
maybe that was not the case. And so your career is evolving at the same 
time. When does sort of the role of analytics in the web start to appear sort 
of in your career? 

Avinash Kaushik: So, I think that it started in a BA school where I ... you're asked mandatory to 
take certain courses. So, I took a course in MIS, Management Information 
System, and it was on about database design, is the glorious name for 
database design. 

Melinda Byerley: Very exciting. 

Avinash Kaushik: I mean, reporting. And I thought, oh my God, this is so cool. Like it can 
organize things into logic pole structures and things. And as a mechanical 
engineer, that part of it appealed to me. And at the same time, all this stuff 
on the ... Netscape was getting invented. And I thought, there's something 
here. So, my very first job at SGI was actually to help marketing make better 
decisions. And the first thing we built at SGI, myself and my two colleagues, 
was we hacked together a web page basically running on C, and with some 
flat files in the back-end, to allow marketers all around the world at Silicon 
Graphics to go and check some radial boxes and hit submit, and it would 
bring back results for that query. And at that time, Silicon Graphics had a 
very big, expensive implementation of business objects. 

Melinda Byerley: Oh yes, objects, yes. 

Avinash Kaushik: That one. Exactly. Good old business objects. And there was all client server, 
right? You had had very expensive licenses. Very few people had it but we 
democratized the data by having this web page, anybody in the company 
could go to. And it was so ugly, hideous. We called it MYOB, Mine Your Own 
Business. So, clever, we felt so clever. So anyway, like the cool story is in like a 
month the use of business objects dropped by like 80-90% and the use of 
MYOB went through the roof. Just as data was accessible. So that was sort of 
a first tool that we ever ... I was ever involved in contributing to building, and 
it sort of opened my eyes to the power. 
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Avinash Kaushik: And since then, although I stayed in what you would call as the central 
strategic analytics function, which would still look at the entire spectrum of 
the business. By the time I got to DIRECTV, I realized actually it was time to go 
deep in an area, and the web was exploding all over the place. And I thought 
that with everything that's moving to the web, that there has to be value in 
building a career, making a bet on building a career, not on business 
analytics as widely as you can think about it. CRM systems, ERP system, 
everything you can imagine, and just specializing in doing analytics and 
intelligence for the businesses that are moving on the internet. And in Intuit, 
the manager who hired me, Blair, bless her soul, she took a risk on me. By 
bringing this guy with little bit of tiny fraction of web experience, except that I 
had parsed some web locks, I had no experienced honestly in web analytics. 

Melinda Byerley: Wow. 

Avinash Kaushik: But she made a bet on having somebody without that experience coming to 
her org and help her build a web analytics as it used to be called in the 
unsexy days, web analytics practice, with a half an employee at me, the one 
time parser of web lock files. 

Melinda Byerley: It wasn't a profession then? 

Avinash Kaushik: No. 

Melinda Byerley: It was sort of, it was hacking. I mean, it was curious people messing around if 
I remember correctly. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. Yeah. And I think that there was ... I think Jim probably wrote a book 
because Jim Stern- 

Melinda Byerley: Yeah, sure. 

Avinash Kaushik: ... wonderful, excellent friend. Jim always writes the book on the day the 
industry is born. I think Jim's book was already there, and it was wonderful. 
But honestly it was as nascent as you could possibly imagine. But it was 
great, and coincidentally you ... One of the things I tell people, I was just 
telling somebody who's going through a job transition is, I say: Worry a little 
bit about salary, worry a little bit about position, worry a little bit about the 
size of the team, a little bit, but don't let that be the determining factor of if 
you should take a job or not. In the end, look for the size of the opportunity 
that's available to you, and then reflect inside yourself, for that opportunity 
would you bet on yourself? Because if the answer is yes, then going from 
leading a team of 20, 30, 40 people to leading a team, 0.5 shouldn't be a deal 
breaker. Because you bet on yourself. The opportunity is big enough, and 
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you bet on yourself that you're going to go and prove out your value. The 
team size, salary, scope, all that will come. 

Avinash Kaushik: And I think Intuit for me very much was making that bet. That it's a big 
enough of an opportunity given by a leader who would allow me to 
contribute in ways that I would want to. And at the end you make a bet on 
yourself and take less money, and who knows? Maybe you'll become a 
famous blogger. 

Melinda Byerley: Well, and I love what you said it's the truth, maybe. Yes. Maybe you do. Or a 
famous YouTuber or whatever the channel of the future is, right? Snapchat? I 
was fascinated because when you said 2006, and I was thinking back to the 
first time I commented on your blog, and when I think about what was in my 
career, it wasn't long after that. I think I may have found you in 2007, maybe 
not long. And I remember the feeling of there's more than one of me out 
there. There are other people who are curious about this. And it felt like sort 
of finding your tribe. Finding you, finding Jim Stern were very much like, wow, 
this is a profession. People really do this. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. I feel it is one of the most incredible, just tombstoney moments. The 
thing is where you ... what a platform can enable, I am still struck by. I've just 
started my browser, hopefully the video quality doesn't ... audio quality 
doesn't drop off. But on my blog I have, according to this written as of today, 
782,000 words. And there are 1.73 million words written in comments. 

Melinda Byerley: That's amazing. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. It is. 

Melinda Byerley: Tell people what your mantra is about that. 

Avinash Kaushik: This is two things that I write ... that influence my writing. One is create 
context for other people to think. And the other one is borrowed from Guy, 
who we all know in the valley. Eat like a bird, poop like an elephant. And I 
love the spirit of it. But to me it's just this the idea that ... I sometimes tell 
people I'm a child of the Internet. If the Internet didn't exist, I wouldn't exist 
in a professional capacity. Because to find all the people out there who want 
to have a conversation, who have made me more intelligent than I ever 
thought I could be by myself, is just this amazing gift of the Internet to me. I 
am in all of it every single day, and those two numbers represent the magic 
of the Internet. I still feel so just blown away by it. So, many years later, it 
doesn't get boring. 

Melinda Byerley: I love hearing your awe. I mean, there's a lot of cynicism and rightfully so, 
right of concern about things that are going on right now around social 
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media. But I still think every day that I'm one of the luckiest people on earth 
to do what I do for a living. And I love hearing other people say that too. 

Avinash Kaushik: I'm with you 100%. Yeah. I still wake up every day just so excited about and 
blessed to play in this space, and create a career, contribute value. It just, it's 
mind blowing. I was still ... it's just like, wow, this thing is so cool. 

Melinda Byerley: Yeah, I mean, we're not faxing things to each other anymore. 

Avinash Kaushik: Just the businesses companies build just the relationships they can have, the 
... Somebody from Zambia wrote a note to me yesterday about how they'd 
been reading the blog, my blog, for a while and then that it has helped him 
influence. And they just were able to use those learnings to migrate to 
Holland, and how it has had such a big shift in their life. Like, can you think 
about that? Like, just take like a moment to reflect on how people who read 
the blog and people who contribute to the blog helped somebody in an 
African country think about how to fundamentally shift the trajectory of their 
life? It just, it's fucking mind blowing. 

Melinda Byerley: It's humbling too. I tell people, the most humbling moment I've had on the 
Internet was the day a women’s shelter in India wrote to me and asked me if 
he could take one of my tweets and create a poster, and hang it on the wall 
in the shelter. And I started to cry in my apartment, because it's just, it blows 
my mind still that something, a tweet like ... I can't say that I'm Shakespeare 
here, right? I'm not spending hours and hours carving out every tweet. And 
it's something that could be that meaningful to someone so far away, and so 
in need. It was humbling. So I totally, I hear you on this. And I think it's so 
important that we don't lose sight of that even in the middle of some of the 
bad stuff that's going down right now. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. No, I bet ... Life has two sides of a coin. But at the moment, I think that 
is a lot of emphasis on the things need to be improved. They absolutely need 
to be improved. Multiple dimensions of it, but the fact that the web has 
transformed lives. It has made connections possible. It has made the world 
smaller. It has unleased innovation that it's going to change the trajectory of 
humanity is that there's no questioning of it. And what we have to do as 
collective stewards is figure out how we can ensure it keeps improving, keeps 
learning every time it falls down. I still tend to think of the Internet as a six, 
seven year old child. It still needs enormous guidance and nurturing, and 
direction shifting, and creation of new habits and incentives. A lot of people 
think of it as a done deal 70, 80 year old human being, old dog no new tricks. 
That's not me. 

Melinda Byerley: Yeah, I think almost the longer we live with this world, and you and I are not 
far apart in age, so I think we sort of growing in the same place with it. You 
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see, like when people ask me to predict the future, I hate answering the 
question because I just, I know how impossible it is to do. Right? You can 
have a vague sense of where it's going directionally, but to make any 
absolute prediction of where we are, or where we were going to be as 
always, to me feels like a fool's errand. 

Avinash Kaushik: Oh, I could not agree with you more. 

Melinda Byerley: Like the humility that you showed in your career. I want to go back to that 
moment at Intuit, because I think as we talk about history and sort of how it 
helps young folks today make sense of their career. We always hear the 
Sheryl Sandberg advice, right? "Get on the rocket ship," that she was given, 
"Get on the rocket ship." And Intuit was a fast moving company, I think at the 
time you joined. But I don't know if it was rocket ship phase. It was pretty 
mature, if I remember correctly. But please, correct me if I'm wrong. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. No. Thanks to me, it is becoming an amazingly incredible... 

Melinda Byerley: See, I Tee-d that up for you perfectly, knocked it out of the park. 

Avinash Kaushik: No. Intuit has always been and continues to be an incredibly successful 
company. It is in the unsexy business of personal tax preparation, and small 
business empowerment, finance accounting. So, it is in that unsexy world 
and so it doesn't get appreciated enough, even at that time or even now. But 
its stock in so many ways has done better than Google's. 

Melinda Byerley: Right. I mean, for young people today, Avinash going to Intuit at the time that 
he went was not like going to Facebook 10 years ago. 

Avinash Kaushik: Oh No, no, no. Oh my God. 

Melinda Byerley: It wasn't like, duh, take any ship ... It wasn't the rocket ship ride. It wasn't like, 
duh, Intuit is on fire, take any job you can get. He took a risk not ...I’m 
positioning it here, but he took a risk and not just the stepping back and 
taking a smaller team, but in the company itself, if I'm not mistaken. 

Avinash Kaushik: Oh, absolutely. No, no. Because I had worked at Silicon Graphics, right? The 
Business Week cover coolest company on the planet. 

Melinda Byerley: Rocket ship. 

Avinash Kaushik: Super hot. I mean, in the second week I saw Steven Spielberg here on 
campus. 
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Melinda Byerley: It's pretty hot. 

Avinash Kaushik: Remember Jurassic Park was made on ... the first Jurassic Park was made on 
SGI computers. And then DIRECTV also like a global, massive, big, sexy 
company. And Intuit wouldn't be thought in that way just because it 
happened to focus on this space where the problems it's solving are not 
considered by the world to be sexy. But an enormously successful company 
financially and other wise. The only company, even at that time, I keep 
reminding people, that had beaten Microsoft multiple times. The sexy 
Microsoft, right? With money, with all kinds of thing. Microsoft tried to take 
Intuit down. It always failed. But then amazing founder Scott Cook, who's 
just, his belief in UX and UI and an obsession with consumer centricity, I 
found incredibly sexy as I researched the company. So, there were all these 
factors I thought about, but I do agree that nobody would have thought of 
Intuit as a rocket ship or a sexy company. By the way, wrongly so- 

Melinda Byerley: Right. I agree. 

Avinash Kaushik: ... their software is sexy and their stock has done well. The company has 
done well financially. 

Melinda Byerley: Yeah. what's sexy? Money. Money is sexy. Right? 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. 

Melinda Byerley: Profitability, legitimate business models, all sexy. 

Avinash Kaushik: After being laid off twice, I had ... Blair did ask me during the interview 
process, why Intuit? And I said to her, actually one of the things I have ... One 
of the rules I've made is I wouldn't be very close to the money, in the sense 
that in the company where money is being made, I want to be very close to it, 
because I want to contribute to making money. Because my theory at that 
point was if you're very close to the money, you'll be the last person to be 
laid off. 

Melinda Byerley: It's the truth. 

Avinash Kaushik: It was a practical lesson. Since then, I've always been super close to the 
money, the rest of my careers, a decade and a half since I've always stayed 
close to the money. Either I'm directly making money or I'm very, very close 
to money being made. It's a good career move kids. 

Melinda Byerley: It is. It's a difference between ... They used to call it ... in the old days, they 
called it staff in line. 
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Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. 

Melinda Byerley: Line staff was HR, legal, all important functions. All Good. All good. Yeah. All 
good. All critical. I don't want t 

Melinda Byerley: Yeah, we're not making.. we're not saying we don't need lawyers and HR 
folks. But when it comes to businesses, money is where you have much more 
control. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. And the second lesson I said in my interview was, I actually checked 
your balance sheet and you have XX hundreds of millions. It feels comforting 
after being laid off twice. That's why Intuit. 

Melinda Byerley: Did she laugh? 

Avinash Kaushik: I was brutal honest. Yeah. No, but it was the truth. It was exactly the truth. I 
had done that research, and I was like, "I'm not going to company X because 
its balance sheet isn't as strong." And I wanted to go to a company that 
whose balance sheet is strong, because at that point it was important to me. 
I mean, it still is. I guess it always should be, but at that point it was certainly 
important to me. 

Melinda Byerley: But there are times in your life when you can take risks, where you can take a 
step back and that's another way of investing in yourself, right? Like Fred 
Wilson always says there's the time to learn. And the time to earn, and 
knowing the difference. And I think that's the main lesson, is knowing what 
you needed from the company, and being completely fearless about doing 
what was right for you. You didn't follow the herd, you went to what was 
right for you at the time. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah, yeah. And I still think what a kind and kindness that Intuit gave ... took 
a bet on me and allowed me to access this opportunity that in many ways 
allowed me to add value to the company in ways it hadn't imagined. And for 
the company to add value to me, that money can't imagine. Right? I mean, 
just unquantifiable value. 

Melinda Byerley: So, let's nerd out about web analytics. I so rarely get to have a guest that's 
like right in my wheel house so I'm going to enjoy this. When you started 
back and so you're working at ... you're parsing log files. You did some 
database work, like you said, you'd done a little bit of this, you show up at 
Intuit , did web analytics exist then? What was the state of Intuit at that point 
in that area? 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. I'm not joking, we reported hits. 
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Melinda Byerley: Yeah. Didn't everybody? 

Avinash Kaushik: It is. We reported hits to the site and- 

Melinda Byerley: Traffic, what we now call what? Visits I think. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. Visits I think closest to it. And we did worry about bots, and we didn't 
worry about all the reasons. The log files were terrible. Actually Intuit had in 
its very early instance of web trends at that point. And again, I noticed the 
pattern where ... I had noticed at Intuit ... oh, sorry, Silicon Graphics, years 
earlier, about six, seven, eight years earlier where some people had access to 
the data and it was mostly just data puking, and there was no connection to 
the business, and understanding of core business value. And I remember 
one of the first reports I did with my colleague who was 0.5 on our team, 
dedicated to this amazing team. Powerful web analytics team. 

Melinda Byerley: Super investment, yeah. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. Michelle, who was just absolutely the most wonderful person, we put 
together a small spreadsheet with maybe 10 rows in it, where across Intuit's 
businesses we just collected ... We went around asking people via email or 
otherwise, "Hey, how much money did you make last quarter?" 

Melinda Byerley: You just emailed them and said, "Hey," I'm like? 

Avinash Kaushik: And what the hell, yeah. It's like, what was missing from all the web trend 
stuff was lacking understanding. What now has become one of the mantras I 
keep tweeting and writing about in my books, which is always obsess about 
outcomes, not activity. And so at that early days, I was like, let's figure out 
what the outcomes are. And we totaled the numbers. We only got six rows 
filled out of the 10, but that's six rows totaled to such a big number that the 
VP said, "Wow, the web is more important than we thought." And it sort of 
got them to pay attention to it in a way that they had not earlier. Where they 
were still getting all these reports, but they hadn't internalized the value that 
was being created. So, that literally was the first report. And realizing that 
web trends at that time could do X or Y, my ... I tell this story in my first book 
that there was so many reports going out, so many IT people supporting web 
trends report generation around the company that I shut down reports for 
two weeks, and he helped me understand which reports were useful. Maybe 
15% of them or whatever the number was. 

Avinash Kaushik: So, that got me into understanding what is actually valuable in digital 
analytics. But I quickly realized for the kinds of things we wanted to do, we 
would want to build a quick little data warehouse. And I hired somebody who 
had done that for me in the past, Steve. And our first experience of doing any 
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decent segmentation in web analytics was to just use our own data mart that 
we'd created, rather than rely on a tool and its limitations. So, from the very 
beginning we were odd in the sense that we didn't let tools define what we 
wanted to do. We figured out what the business value is and then we created 
a data existence that allowed us to answer those questions. 

Melinda Byerley: I heard you use the phrase data puke, and I'm so glad because, for those of 
you listening like Avinash's thought leadership has been so important to 
meet personally and to my company that everyone who joins TimeshareCMO 
is required to read a seminal post, which I will put in the notes. So that you 
can read right along with us about what data puking is. And when you talked 
about how people had trouble drawing value ... understanding the value of 
the information presented, I would love to hear you, one, describe what data 
puking is and ... But also even today, people I think struggle to get the value 
from the data and take action. I'd love to hear how your thoughts on that 
have evolved. And is it getting better? Or what can we do to improve that 
situation? 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah, one, I always lived in a world of data scarcity. As I think about and 
reflect back on Silicon Graphics, or DHL before that, or DIRECTV, I always 
lived in a world of data scarcity where even a little bit of extra data could 
magically transform your understanding of performance. And on the web 
from day one, the problem has been that we have access to more data than 
anybody legitimately should be allowed to access. I sometimes jokingly say 
we have more access to data than God, because its ... I'm just kidding. 

Melinda Byerley: It's an embarrassment of data. Yes. 

Avinash Kaushik: It is. And this belief ... One of my core lessons is this belief that simply access 
to data makes human beings smart is just so massively flawed. If anything, 
access to data means that most human beings are overwhelmed. The sneaky 
human beings will look for data to justify preexisting opinions. 

Melinda Byerley: Confirmation bias is a thing, right? 

Avinash Kaushik: So much, so much. And the problem that hasn't gone away is that data on 
the web continues to be fragmented, and it's very difficult to find. And again, 
a little technical but difficult to find the right primary keys that allow you to 
paint a full picture. So, even today I continue to believe that this idea that any 
organization has that, we're going to buy it tool, we're going to collect all this 
data, and we're going to puke it on the entire corporation in the form of 
14,000 reports to go out every day. They do not even add incremental 5% 
value in making decision making smarter. In fact, exactly the opposite, that 
gives you a false sense of confidence about what's happening. And sadly, this 
part has not gotten any easier. 
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Avinash Kaushik: As some of your listeners will know, I work at Google in one of my three jobs, 
and Google produces a tool called Google Analytics, which I helped 
contribute to creating long time ago when it came to Google. So, I feel very 
personal about Google Analytics in so many ways. And yet I do tell our team 
internally here that Google Analytics is just very good at data puking. In the 
end, what we have to figure out is how to do all the other things inside the 
tool, and things that are outside the tool that allow people to use it. Convert 
it from a potential data puker to something an analysis ninja will use to do 
some magic with in terms of being able to find insights. So, I'm afraid the 
problem has not gone away, but I do believe that there has been enough 
progress in technology where the tools are beginning to be smarter about 
surfacing even the known knowns. But what they've gotten really good at is 
being able to find the known unknowns, at least. That the best analysts out 
there now can you some of these tools to find the unknown unknowns. But 
sadly, there aren't enough of them, which is sort of something that troubles 
me quite a bit. Which is why I work with various universities teaching so on 
and so forth. 

Melinda Byerley: If you're looking for an area to enter web analytics is far from mature. 

Avinash Kaushik: Oh, good Lord. 

Melinda Byerley: Kids, like come on in because we need you. 

Avinash Kaushik: It is, it is. And I want to say this very slowly and carefully and thoughtfully, but 
I honestly don't know that there is another career in this ecosystem that is 
more future proof than being a digital analyst. We are so early in this game, 
we're going to have access to so much more data and technology to be able 
to make sense of data that I am convinced that through the recessions that 
are to come, and they will come by the way. 

Melinda Byerley: Winter is coming. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah, it's cyclical, so there's going to be those things. Your career ... If you're 
not a reporting squirrel, and you build out a professional career 
systematically to be an analysis ninja, you are investing in a future proof 
career. I just, for the considerable future that I can see on the horizon, even 
with all the ML/AI I stuff I now talk about and write about the news, a digital 
analyst is a fantastic career to be a part of. I would say it's very, very sexy. 
Just look at all the digital analysts around, every one of them is damn sexy. 

Melinda Byerley: That's right. We're sexy and we know it. If you had told me 20 years ago, or 
what is ... Because what was it? 2006 and we're now ... Okay, so 15 years ago, 
that I would still be helping companies diagnose problems in web analytics 
and make decisions, I thought by now computers would do all of this. I still 
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can't believe that this is still a thing. And I believe that what you say is straight 
up accurate. Because I think because the problem is not technology, the 
problem is human, and it's built into our brain software. The bias that we use 
when we approach data and make decisions, it's not going to be overcome 
by technology in the near term. 

Avinash Kaushik: Actually the thing that particularly underlines that thought, Melinda, is that 
the kind of problems ... the kind of business we were doing on the web 10 
years ago, it's so dramatically different than the kind of business that we do 
on the web today. 

Melinda Byerley: Yeah. We're not just selling stuff on Ebay. 

Avinash Kaushik: That's exactly right, we're not just shipping stuff to people's houses. There 
are such an incredible array of complex problems that we're solving on the 
web. And what it does, it just creates new business opportunity, new 
business complexity, more money is flowing into the space. All these 
companies are super important, not just a pure web based companies but 
people who have mixed existences. It's just an array of problems that are 
going to get ... let's let me use this rather unsexy phrase, digitized. The 
components are businesses that are getting digitized will continue to 
accelerate at a very rapid pace. And what it does is for people who play in the 
digital analytics ecosystem, and honestly anybody who's trying to create a 
career in helping companies make smarter decisions, digital is going to keep 
being a source of fantastic personal growth, and professional growth along 
with amazing salaries and bigger houses. 

Avinash Kaushik: Simply because the problems you're solving for companies continue to 
become more and more material. And for now there isn't an end to it. I'm 
sure at some point we'll all be living as atoms on the information 
superhighway, but- 

Melinda Byerley: Probably not in my lifetime. I don't know, maybe you will have discovered the 
secret to longevity before I do, but ... So going back to ... I mean, so I love 
talking about this, and it did remind me that it was worth going back and 
talking about how this experience into it led to the role that you have at 
Google. And along the way, sort of you've had long careers at Intuit and 
Google, and I reflect on that. My original title I was thinking about for this 
episode was Stay a Little Longer, because so many people switch jobs. And 
so I think it's easy ... every two years, every three years. And I think it's worth 
reflecting on sort of how you made the move. As the web analytics practice 
and prowess grew at Intuit, and how you decided to make the leap to 
Google. I remember thinking, thank God he's the right guy to take over. I 
remember when you made the leap as this sort of like, what are the rabble 
going? Thank God there's going to be someone who really knows what he's 
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doing running this tool at Google. But it could not have been a simple 
decision, because it's a big shift to work for a tool maker versus Intuit. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah. It would be sort of four years or so into the time at Intuit. I was blessed 
enough to now be the director for research and analytics, both the qual and 
the quant with the one way mirrors and the rooms, and all the stuff you've 
already seen, Melinda. And so there was a team in place, we had ... There 
were so many more people doing analytics reporting to the VP for the web. 
So, there was actually a person whose full time job it was to oversee all digital 
for Intuit. So, it was at a place where it was just such a wonderful ecosystem 
of outcomes now at the company. And I just finished writing sort of my first 
book, because somebody ... I was writing a blog for a year, and somebody 
said they wanted to make it into a book. And my first response to them was, 
"Are you sure? Why would people pay for something that is free?" Because I 
had no ads or anything, and they persuaded me anyway. 

Avinash Kaushik: And actually somebody--Brett Crosby, who was at Google--invited me to 
come give a talk at Google, a tech talk that you do. It's still on YouTube by the 
way. 

Melinda Byerley: We'll put a link up, I'm going to need my team go watch it. 

Avinash Kaushik: And after the talk they said, "Oh, we would want you to come work at 
Google." And I had said, "Doing what?" And they were kind enough to say, 
"We're not sure. We just want you to come work here." And so, that was not a 
great job description, as you can imagine for a mechanical engineer, logical 
person like me. And so anyway, we stayed in touch and it's...and originally I 
had said, "I'm not sure that I would like to go work for a company that's 
making a tool." I was enjoying being a practitioner. But anyway, long story 
short, I think after a whole bunch of months, they were kind enough to keep 
inviting me to come. And so, I decided to come work at Google as a 
consultant for my first year, because I wasn't sure if this is going to work or 
not. So it's another thing that was sort of a hard decision to make. 

Avinash Kaushik: But with the kind of sort of having a supportive partner there like Brett, like 
Paul Moorea, another fantastic colleague of mine now here. But coming to 
work at Google analytics was a tough decision. But in hindsight it was like, Oh 
God, why did I say no for nine months? I was so stupid. I should have done it 
faster. Because it was a chance to work with this engineering and product 
team that was doing some incredible things, and to contribute a 
practitioner's view to how to the things that would make the tool more 
valuable. 
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Avinash Kaushik: There's, I think in hindsight, what was just the most amazing, incredible part 
of it was to come up with ideas however small and have hundreds of 
thousands of analysts the next day, or the next month- 

Melinda Byerley: With an opinion. 

Avinash Kaushik: .. use something that you helped create. I have a particular view on 
segmentation, and to have it go out and for people to use that, it's just so just 
... honestly like it's such a thrill, just magic. And over time of course Google 
Analytics became more and more popular, and more and more better and 
smarter. And to have intelligence in Google Analytics and allows some smart 
algorithms tell you what you should look at rather than a wait for you to 
create the reports. It's just this whole idea around being able to contribute 
with a team to building a tool that then hundreds and hundreds of 
thousands of people would you use to make smarter decision. It is such a 
just magic. I mean, I don't know how to say it, but that's why I felt so stupid to 
not have said yes months and months before. 

Avinash Kaushik: Because not only could I now tell people on my blog how they should think 
about doing smarter analysis, but I could add value to the ecosystem by 
working with a team that helped build tools, that would allow those ideas to 
come ... some of those ideas to come alive. I reflect on that opportunity very, 
very positively as a rare moment to scale. When people still say, "Oh, I read 
this thing about in your book and then, Oh, I could go to Google Analytics 
and use it." It's such a thrill. 

Melinda Byerley: I remember at the time being so frustrated, I won't name names to protect 
the innocent or the guilty, that then I would often talk to web analytics 
vendors and you could tell that there were no practitioners in the company. 
You talk to the engineers they wouldn't understand. You'd say, "No, I need to 
report on a year over year basis. Right?" And they would look at you like, "But 
why?" And you'd say, "But wait, what?" And so to see one of our own...and so 
I think it's not to sort of opine and make it about my opinion, but I do wish, 
and I love to see when companies bring the practitioners in versus engineers 
who have not actually solved the problem or dealt with management for 
example. Right? To give them insight to your point. When you want to give 
insight, it's a different view than if you're just creating data to absorb. 

Avinash Kaushik: I agree with you, and I think that Brett and Paul just place such an emphasis 
on being able to get practitioner point of view, because it's like any product. 
This is why you and I both love User Research so much. You and I both love 
Follow Me Home so much. We love immersing ourselves in the user's point 
of view, because it's just so dramatically different than anything engineers 
think life exists as. Without engineers we couldn't do these amazing things 
that are actually possible, but that perspective of somebody playing the 
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practitioner role, somebody understanding business and business strategy 
enough to be able to know. No "while we can compute this, it's entirely a 
waste of time," because no sane business leader ever thinks that way or 
would ever ask that question. It's such a important perspective to bring to 
drive debate so that we can move tools forward. 

Avinash Kaushik: And I think from the second version of Google Analytics that came out, I think 
it remains one of the most practitioner-centric tools. Even as there are new 
tools, they're wonderful tools and they've made wonderful progress. I retain 
sort of a sense of pride how Google Analytics has continued to be this, and 
drive this massive user-centricity. You can go to all kinds of pockets and say, 
"Wow, that's exactly how I wanted to default segments. How did you guys 
know and create it for me already?" 

Melinda Byerley: How did they know? Yeah. And it's also fascinating when engineers, who 
often turn up their noses at web analytics tools, when they really get in, when 
... I love to ... My favorite sort of converts or when you get a hardcore 
engineer and you've taken them deep in the weeds and GA, and they're like, 
"Oh, you mean I don't have to write a query? I can just log in and pull this 
information about 404s or whatever specific ... how many people on IOS 
access this page and so on," just blows their minds. So, it's ... But you've 
managed to stay at Google a long time. 

Avinash Kaushik: Oh yeah, yeah, yeah. Almost 10 years, a little over maybe, now. 

Melinda Byerley: How has Google changed? How has Google changed in 10 years and how has 
your career changed? Because you are now doing so much more in your 
three jobs as you said, than just the Google Analytics guy. 

Avinash Kaushik: Yeah, I mean, one of the reasons I've stayed for such a long time ... Usually 
my LinkedIn profile will prove this, I've sort of switched jobs roughly every 
four and a half years or so. Maybe four, between four and five years. And 
one of the, just the massive blessings of being at a company like Google is I'm 
in my third career at Google now. Over the first four years or so I spend very 
close in the digital analytics space, if you will. The broader sense of it with 
analytics you see in AdWords, or in Google Analytics, or Insights research, or 
the various tools that provide consumer facing data. So, I had this incredible 
privilege of influencing them. 

Avinash Kaushik: And my second career at Google... After that, I moved to the business 
organization, and helped initially as an individual contributor play sort of a 
one-man McKinsey person that would work with a board of directors and 
CEOs to recommend and shred their current digital strategies and create 
new ones. That was a very fulfilling role to work with some of the largest 
companies on the planet to get them to reimagine their business strategy 
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and then the specific component of their digital strategy. And just 
dramatically change the trajectory of some very, very large companies. And 
that sort of morphed a little bit into building this team where half of ... 
initially starting with about eight or nine people to about a 75, 80 people who 
would ... Literally the title of the team was ... we did storytelling with data. It's 
a build this capacity at Google where we created these 75 or so storytellers 
that would use data to drive wide influence globally in how companies 
reacted to opportunities. 

Avinash Kaushik: And so it was a way to scale the way that ... as an individual contributor I can 
only accomplish. And I reported up through the president of the business 
organization at Google, and it was an amazing opportunity to work with 
people whose core intrinsic skill set was around quant and qual data 
analysis. But the manifestation of that work was as right as you can imagine, 
obsessing about human psychology and storytelling and the sub nuances of 
what it takes to get a person to make decisions. Why? And by the way, data 
plays an important but it's a small role in that. So, the fact that Google 
created that opportunity for me to do something so radically different than I 
had done thus far in my life was an incredible blessing. 

Avinash Kaushik: So, I did that for a few years, and now I'm in my third career at Google where 
I'm building a team that is responsible for doing the most super advanced 
analytics across several very, very large sums of money that Google spends 
on marketing, and doing very advanced marketing analytics and modeling 
across the several billion dollars of spend. And allowing us to invent new 
ways to measure TV and print. And just build media mix models, and we'll 
work on machine learning algorithms that analyze data and those kinds of 
things. It's a completely different career in many ways. In some ways going 
back to my roots, it's back to being hardcore data world, but to live in the 
most expansive definition of data you can imagine. Because most of my time 
is on offline analytics. A lot of it is on brand analytics, which as you can know 
is not- 

Melinda Byerley: Is the holy grail. 

Avinash Kaushik: Exactly, it's not what Google Analytics, or Adobe, or our normal work days. 
But so it's a very, very, very new role and I consider it to be just a blessing 
that I can be a part of a company where if, so it be that I am bored with the 
thing I'm doing, there are the areas here where I can go create a new career 
for myself. And that's why I've been at Google for such a long time. 

Melinda Byerley: I'm so grateful for the time you spent with us. I want to ask you one last 
question and certainly you can add anything you'd like. And it's for those 
people who are listening to us to get all excited and think, "Man, this is 
something I'd love to do." Whether you're in college and you're thinking 
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about how do I make a career? Or maybe you have some type of background 
that leads you to think you'd like to move in this area. What are the types of 
people that do this well, Avinash? What type of training or background? What 
courses do you recommend? How can they prepare themselves for a career 
in this area? 

Avinash Kaushik: Curious people will succeed in this area. We help other people make smart 
decisions. That's our objective, and anybody who is curious will do it really 
well. They could be a curious person in maybe the finance background. It 
could be a new graduate who's just taken and passed a curriculum obsessing 
about creativity. It really doesn't matter. I do think that curious people do 
well in this career. Just because everything you knew about anything, about 
how to currently accomplish it is going to not be true in two years. So, if 
you're inherently a curious person it will be very easy to become stale, right? 
There are people who still espouse things that you and I discarded in the web 
analytics space a decade ago. And you can see that their careers will not go 
as well. 

Melinda Byerley: So, if you were the little kid asking your parents "why?" all the time, you're 
probably a good fit. 

Avinash Kaushik: Oh God, yes. 

Melinda Byerley: That would be me. 

Avinash Kaushik: Send me your resume, yes, we would like to hire you in our team. We 
currently have positions open. In terms of where to start, one of the cool 
things is specifically if you want to do digital analytics, it's really important to 
know that you need almost nothing to start in terms of financial investment, 
you just need time. So, the Google Analytics team has an academy where you 
can take courses in basic and advanced things for free. And by the way, you 
could apply them to any tool, while they will use and demonstrate the use to 
Google Analytics, you could apply to any other analytics tool out there. So, it's 
a good way to learn for free. The other two I recommend is there's a course I 
contributed on marketing analytics at Udacity- 

Melinda Byerley: We will provide links to these in the show notes, I promise. 

Avinash Kaushik: Exactly, it costs a little bit, but it's there. Also, our friends at Coursera have 
courses that are extremely affordable in the broad digital analytics, and 
marketing analytics. So, those are the ... So, a free option would be to take 
the Google Analytics courses. They're really good. And also access to Google 
analytics data datasets is free. Just Google, do: "real world analytics Avinash" 
and you'll find the blog posts that ... Or you can access real world large data 
set to learn from for free. So, you could use that option or for a more formal 
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education, I encourage you to check out the courses at Coursera or at 
Udacity, they're both pretty good. 

Melinda Byerley: Anything that you want to share, or ask for that I should have asked you? I 
know we could talk for hours, but I'm respectful of your time. 

Avinash Kaushik: Well, maybe one thing I'll leave with, as I share as advice is that, every week I 
spend around four hours learning something new, and I think the world is 
changing so fast. It doesn't really matter what career you have today, if 
you're not investing that much time in learning something new, even 
adjacent to your professional career, it would be very difficult for you to have 
a very solid, steep career trajectory. And I want that for everybody. So, figure 
out how to create time where they can invest that amount of time every 
week in yourself, in being curious and expressing your curiosity because it 
will serve you really, really well. 

Melinda Byerley: What did you learn this week? 

Avinash Kaushik: This week I learned about basing belief networks. They're applied in 
astrophysics and bio-sciences so far, and I'm trying to figure out how to apply 
them in marketing analytics. 

Melinda Byerley: And I'm learning to play bridge. I learned to play on my vacation. 

Avinash Kaushik: Fantastic. 

Melinda Byerley: Do you play by any chance? 

Avinash Kaushik: No, sadly, I don't know. 

Melinda Byerley: I'm learning. It's very interesting. But to your point, that's a good way to 
demonstrate creativity when you're ... or curiosity in a job interview, is what 
did you learn? What have you taught yourself lately, so it's fantastic advice. 

Avinash Kaushik: Absolutely. 

Melinda Byerley: Avinash, I can't thank you enough. Thank you so much for coming on the 
podcast. 

Avinash Kaushik: It was my pleasure. Thanks so much for the opportunity. 

Speaker 1: Thanks for listening to Stayin' Alive in Technology. We want your feedback 
and comments. Find us on the web at stayinaliveintech.com, where you can 
talk to us, learn more about the show and our guests, and subscribe to the 
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show. Follow us on Twitter at @StayinPodcast. Until next time, keep stayin' 
alive. 

 

 


